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Summary
The fatigue safety of steel bridges is achieved through design of individual components and
inspections with subsequent repair of detected cracks. Each safety item has a certain cost and it is
of importance to minimise the total expected cost for the lifetime of the component. The
optimisation parameters are the inspection times, but other variables (material properties,
inspection qualities,...) can be also introduced. Two optimisation problems are treated in this
paper. The first one concerns the optimisation of the next inspection time, while the second one
treats of the optimisation of the regular inspection interval during the component lifetime. An
example of a welded joint highlights the different concepts. It has to be noticed that the
techniques presented in the paper are not restricted to fatigue problems, but can be applied to a
wide variety of deterioration phenomena.

1. Introduction
Maintenance and rehabilitation of existing structures has become of great concern for public or
private owners during the last decades. All the structures made by men are time-degrading
because of phenomena such as corrosion, fatigue, erosion,... induced sometimes by poor
durability design, lack of quality control or absence of regular inspection and maintenance
actions.

Budgets for maintenance and rehabilitation are always limited. In order to rationalise
maintenance actions, management systems have been developed, helping to a standardisation of
the procedures through the development of inspection manuals and the implementation of
databases. Experience acquired with these procedures leads today to define other approaches in
which rationality is based on the optimisation of maintenance costs. This optimisation requires
methods which take into account technical, economical, management points of view as well as
theoretical or practical aspects. Offshore engineering has already successfully rationalised its
maintenance actions (see for instance [1], [2]) by using probabilistic concepts. The present paper
attempts to illustrate such an approach in the field of steel bridges with respect to the problem of
welded joints damaged by fatigue. In welded joints, the cracks are often localised at the weld.
The welds induce some defects which help small cracks to appear. They are growing under
loading and can lead to the joint failure. The conditions governing crack growth propagation are
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numerous, and in general, random. Therefore, an appropriate analysis of fatigue phenomena
consists by treating the problem in a probabilistic manner. But, the probabilistic model must be
flexible enough to include inspection results with their qualities for assessing damage in a better
manner. Such an approach must help to consider all the events (inspections, repairs, failure)
which can occur during the conventional lifetime of the joint. As costs can be linked to these
events, it is then possible to build an optimisation procedure aiming to minimise the total
maintenance cost with respect to conventional reliability degrees.

2. Models

Fig.l Crack details in a weldedjoint

Two types of model are used to determine a
management strategy: event models and maintenance
models. The event models are mathematical models
which describe events occurring in the component.
For welded joints, these models contain the fatigue
crack growth model and the detection model. These
mathematical models permit to assess the
corresponding probabilities of events occurrence.
The maintenance models are linked to the strategy of
maintenance and management. In these models, the
events probabilities determined with the event
models are combined with costs for providing total
expected maintenance costs.

2.1. Crack growth model

The model used in this paper is the Paris law corresponding to the opening of a semi-elliptical
crack in the bottom plate of a « stiffener-bottom plate » welded joint (Figure 1)

C(AK)m C( Y{a,c)Mk{a)AS4na]
*

(1)

where

- a is the crack size, c half the crack length, b the bottom plate thickness,

- N is the number of cycles, AK the stress intensity factor range, AS the stress range,

- Y(a, c) is the stress intensity geometry correction factor, Mia) the stress intensity
concentration correction factor, C and m two material parameters.

Under the threshold stress intensity range AKth, the crack does not grow. Equation (1) does not
distinguish damaging and non damaging cycles. The modified model of reference [3] introduces
a correction function G(a, c) which allows this discrimination:

j^=C(Y(a,c)Mk(a)yfa)mG(a,C)[l^j r(/ +f) (2)

where

77=———(3)r i+ m\ 2 ' 2 rr
[1+ 2 J ^-1Z{AS)Y{a,C)Mk(a)Jm
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E(AS') is the mean of the stress range process. _T(.) and /(.;.) are respectively the complete and
incomplete Gamma functions. N(t) vot is the number of cycles at time t. Equations (2) and (3)
have been obtained under the assumption that the stress ranges follows Rayleigh distributions
and by using the equivalent stress range approach [4].

A safety margin expresses the frontier between damage and non damage. A straightforward
safety margin for fatigue reliability assessment can be defined by Z(t) a(t) - ac, where ac is the
critical crack size, which can be chosen to a conventional value or according to a fracture
criterion. a(t) is the crack size at time t after N(t) cycles. The integration of Equation (2) between
an initial crack size ao and ac is equivalent to another safety margin :

2.2. Detection model

A measurement system cannot detect a crack when it is too small. A threshold value exists and
corresponds to the detection level trader which detection is no longer reliable. This threshold
crack size, ad is the smallest detectable crack size allowable by the measurement system. The
probability to detect a crack depends on ad, and on the precision of the system. In general, ad is
never precisely known, and therefore, has to be considered as a random variable. The detection
probability is consequently the probability that the crack size is greater than ad. If* is the crack
size and F{.) the distribution function for ad, the probability to detect a crack is then:

The knowledge of Pd(x) is therefore sufficient for determining the distribution function of ad.
Several models have been developed for explaining the uncertainties met by using Non
Destructive Inspection techniques [4], For instance, the ultrasonic detection method leads to a
detection level ad which can be modelled by a lognormal distribution.

2.3 Events margins

Qualitative or quantitative information can be given by inspections. Each of these results is an
event, associated to an event margin H and to an occurrence probability.

Qualitative inspection results are information upon the detection or the non detection of an event
related to a particular phenomenon. The information is expressed by:

For fatigue crack growth propagation, the non-detection of a crack size A, after A, cycles
corresponds to an event where the crack size a(A) is smaller than A,. The no detection event is
expressed by

M(t) H — - CN{t)
a° Y(a,c)Mk(a)4mi\ G(a,c)

(4)

Pd{x) P(x>ad) F(x) (5)

H<0 (6)

(7)

The detection event is the complementary of the previous one and the event is then:

(8)
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Quantitative inspection results correspond to measurements of an event related to a particular
phenomenon. The information is expressed by:

H 0 (9)

For fatigue crack growth propagation, the detection with measurement corresponds to an event
where the crack a(N,) after TV, cycles, is equal to Ah measurement at time The « detection with
measurement » event is expressed by

Y(a,c)Mk(a)-Jmij G(a,c)
h= \A' — r(i+—\ o (io)J„„I*. 4lt I 2

2.4 Maintenance model

The maintenance model which has been used, is the conditional maintenance with regular
inspection interval. A conditional maintenance requires to define criteria or conditions according
to which maintenance actions will be engaged. This has to be made by quantifying crack sizes by
a detection method and by ranging crack sizes in a finite number of severity classes.

Let us assume that this finite number of classes is limited to (nR+l) where the first class
corresponds to non detectable cracks. Let us call this class Io [0, ad[ where ad corresponds to
the smallest crack size which can be detected. If there are nR types ofpossible repairs, then it
follows that any crack with size a e [a,-./, a, [ is repaired by the repair technique Ni. Let us
note that the decision interval I/ [ad,aj[ can correspond to a detection followed by no repair
actions. Figure 2 illustrates the different scenarios occurring at each inspection time according to
a conditional maintenance strategy. Ts is a reference period which can be the next inspection time
or the conventional lifetime Tf. The inspection events are therefore defined as it follows:

- the event corresponding to a non detection is j H° < öj,

- the event corresponding to a repair method NT is jH' < öj.

In fact, the events have to be rigorously written:

- [H0 <0} {Hnd{ad)<0},

- {h> < 0} ={Hd (aM)s on Hnd (a,. )<o} for i 2,-.nR-l
- {H"^ <0} {Hd[anR_I)<0}.

Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, the first notation will be kept in the following
developments. Each action at each inspection has an effect on the event and safety margins at the
next inspection time. It is therefore necessary to introduce another notation for describing the
events sequences. For instance, with an action k at time f, and an action I at time the safety
margin at time t2<t<t3 will be denoted M1,1 and the event margin at time t2 will be denoted Hkl.
M(t) will still define the safety margin before the first inspection time.
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Time

Fig.2 Events treefor a conditional maintenance model

3. Probabilities of failure and repair
Let us note P/(t) the probability of failure at time t. The reliability index /? is defined by (First
Order Reliability approach):

ß{t) -0-'(pf{tj) (11)

Ifwe note APf(tit t) the probability of failure in the time interval \tt, t\, then it follows:

for 0 < t < tl

Pf(t) Pf(t) P{M(t) < 0)

for t1<t<t2'.
pAt)=Pf{ti)+*Pf{ti>t)

Pf{t,) + AP°f{t„t)+-+AP}R {tj.t)

Pf(h)

> OftH0 < 0C\M°(t) < Oj

(12)

(13)

+p[M{t,)>0Ç\Hn« <0flM"«(t)<0)
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and so on for each inspection time. The probability ofrepair N.r r > 2 is determined by

frep(t;) > Of]Hr< 0) (14i)

PreP(h) Prep(t2)+-+P"/pr(h)

> Of]H0 < Of]M0(t2)r\H°'r < oj
^

+p[M(t,) > or\H"R < Of]M°(t2)f\HnR'r < o)

and so on, for each inspection time.

4. Optimisation of the next inspection time
The problem consists in the determination of an optimal inspection time tI which minimises the
total expected cost. The inspection time tt must fulfil the condition t] <TS, where Ts corresponds
to the time with a reliability equal to the minimum reliability /?min which can be accepted. The
expected cost models are therefore the following:

- Expected inspection cost:

(15)

- Expected repair cost:

CR{t,) ^CreP(^P(t,)~~y; (16)

r-2

- Expected failure costs:

CF{ti)=Cf{Pf{tiyPf{t0))^-^ (17i)

Cf{Ts) Cf{Pf{Ts)-Pf{t,))^-^ (17Ü)

where Cins, Crep(r), C/ are the expected inspection cost, the expected repair cost and the expected
failure cost respectively, and a is the rate of interest.

The inspection time tj is therefore determined as the optimal solution of the minimisation
problem

minCr(t;) min(C/(t/)+ CR(t,)+ CF(t,)+ Cf(Ts)) (18)
t, t,

The time t0 can be any time after the putting in service of the welded joint. The time t in the
models has nevertheless to be adjusted in order to take into account of this delay.
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5. Optimisation of the next inspection time with observation
Inspections provide useful information for updating component reliability. In that case, the
probabilities of repair and failure have to be modified by using a bayesian approach which
replaces all the probabilities by conditional probabilities. Ifqualitative and quantitative
inspection results are available, then the updated probability of failure can be expressed by :

- for 0 < t < îj :

/
P"p(t) P M{t)<0/f](Hj<0)Ç]f](Hf=0)

i=l

<1

t=r
(19i)

where :

H11 and IH? are the qualitative and quantitative inspection results respectively.
* ' l<>i<p * ' l<i<q

- for tj < t < t2 :

P»p(t) P»p(tI) + AP]p(t,,t)

Pf(t,) + AP}p-°(tj,t)+- -+AP}p'nR (tj,t)

+p M(t1)>OC[H0 <0f)M°(t)<0/f)lHl <0|nn(^f =0]
i=l i=l

19ii)

+P M(t1)>0f}HnR <0(}MnR(t)<0/NHl <0\f}f)[H? =0]

i=l i—l

6. Optimisation problem
Here, the problem consists in the determination of an inspection interval At which induces a
minimal maintenance expected cost during the conventional lifetime T of the component. For
this purpose, the number of inspections n is first given, and then the total expected cost is
evaluated. The procedure is performed for different number of inspections and the different
expected costs are compared; the value n which provides the smallest cost gives to the optimal
inspection period. Let us precise that some constraints have to be also fulfilled, as the
optimisation problem beneath illustrates :

min Cr (At) min
At ' At

t\Cj(At) + CR(At) + CF(At)} + CF(Tft)

under constraints

ß{Tf) - J3min; Atmin < At < Atmax-, 0<Tf-nAt< At„

(20i)

(20ii)

Atmin, Atmcx are minimal and maximal time intervals for inspections.
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7. Example of a welded joint

Fig 3 Finite elements modelling of the joint

Y(a,c)

1+1.464
1.65

A particular welded joint « bottom
plate/stiffener » from a typical steel bridge
has been here considered (Figure 1 and
Figure 3). It is subject to 1.7 millions of
stress variation cycles per year, with 11.0
MPa for mean. These values result from
computations using the influence surfaces
of the bridge and recorded heavy traffic
data. The critical crack size is taken equal
to the thickness of the bottom plate
(crossing crack). The stress intensity
geometry correction factor Y(a, c) is the
solution of Newman and Raju [5], Y(a, c)
introduces the crack shape ratio aie. This
ratio is function of different parameters
(local geometry, crack size a, stress
intensity variation,...) which are difficult to
model because of lack of information. For
this reason, it is more suitable to use
statistical distributions for describing the
crack shape ratio according to the type of
joint. For transversal welded joints,
Yamada and al. [6] propose to choose
lognormal distributions.

Yl{a,c)+Y2(a,c)^j +Y3(a,c)[^

Yj{a,c) 1.13 - 0.09-; Y2(a,c) 0.54
c ' 0.2+ —

(21)

Y3(a,c) 0.5 — + n( 1 - —

0.65 + —
^ c

24

The stress intensity concentration factor Mk(a,b) is given by an exponential model:

Mk(a) - (22)

According to table 1 which provides the statistical properties of the different model variables, it
is possible to evaluate the evolution of the reliability index related to the probability of failure as

a fonction of the time t (Figure 4) given by :

r/: : P(M(t) < 0) (23)
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Variable Type Mean C.O.V. Unit

a0 Ln. 0.0006 5% m

fi II D. 0.0175 / m

arep Ln 0.001 10% m

a2 D 0.003 / m

ad Ln. 0.002 10% m

m N. 2.85 5% adim
C Ln. 8.10~12 10% adim

V Ln. 0.77 2%, adim

w N. -0.24 6%> adim

ale Ln. 0.39 4%, adim

v0 D 1700000 / cycles/year

*Kth D 0 / MPa

E(AS) D. 11.0 / MPa

b D. 0.035 / m

Repair cost) 4.2%
Inspection cost 0.2%
Failure cost 100%
Conventional 100 years
lifetime Tj-

Rating of interest a 4%,

Atmm 5 years
Atmax 20 years

ß min 3.5

Table2 Optimisation characteristics

Table 1 Statistical characteristics

(p{lnC, m) —0.9 and p(ln v, w) 0.99

The minimum reliability index ßmm is obtained for the time t ~ 22 years. This time will be used
as the reference period Ts for the determination of the next inspection time.

The optimisation problem introduced in Section 4 is used for determining the first inspection
time. No information is available, and the costs are all expressed in terms ofpercentages of the
cost of failure [7]. The different expected costs can be calculated versus the next inspection time
ti <TS 22 years.

VI
ë
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yw
eu
X
w

TOTAL COST

INSPECTION COST

REPAIR COST //
FAILURE COST

25

20

- 15

- 10

5

0

7 9 11 13 15

INSPECTION TIME

17 19

Fig.4 Weldedjoint time-varying reliability Fig.5 Expected cost variation as a
function ofnext inspection time

Figure 5 illustrates the evolution of these costs according to the data of Table 2. The conditional
maintenance strategy has three issues: no detection, detection with no repair and detection with
repair by welding. The corresponding action intervals I, are respectively [0, aa [, [ad, 02 3 mm [
and [«2, b [. The computations of the probabilities of failure and repair are obtained through
optimised recursive schemes requiring multidimensional integrals for the calculus of the
probabilities in event series systems [7]. For this welded joint, the minimum total expected cost
is obtained for an inspection time tj 12years. The reliability index ß(20) -<t>"'(P/(20)) is 4.6.
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Figure 5 shows that the expected repair cost is non zero; consequently, a repair has to be
expected at t 12 years.
The optimal inspection interval is given by the optimisation problem of section 6. To solve this
problem is very time consuming, and a lot ofwork has to be done for improving it. The optimal
inspection interval is of 10 years. The final reliability index is 4.0.

8. Conclusions
The paper has presented a methodology for optimising the inspection programme for components
in steel bridges. The concepts have been applied to welded joints with respect to fatigue failure
and an example is given for highlighting the different theoretical aspects. The optimised
inspection intervals are regular intervals, but the approach of Section 6 can be generalised to
variable inspection intervals [7], but the corresponding computations are time consuming. It has
to be noticed that the individual inspection intervals have to be combined, in a final stage, for
providing a final inspection interval at the structure level. This can be performed by using
qualitative combinations (expensive actions regrouping, available budget,...) as well as
quantitative combinations of the individual inspection intervals [8]. Some additional effort is
nevertheless still needed in order to assess the sensitivity of the results to change in the
parameters involved in the cost optimisation procedure.
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